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Future deep space missions will need the technology to reduce the power consumption of
onboard heaters to the minimum if small spacecraft are to explore the outer planets. To this
end, we are developing a re-deployable radiator we call a Reversible Thermal Panel (RTP)
and a device that autonomously deploys and stows the panel in response to the temperature
changes of a heat source. At low temperatures, the panel is stowed in an insulated state; at
high temperatures, the radiator is deployed to maximize the amount of heat it dissipates. For
autonomous thermal control, the proposed design uses shape memory alloys as actuators.
These are graphite sheets with high thermal conductivity, such as fins, that improve heat
dissipation efficiency. Japan’s deep space demonstrator is called DESTINY+ , and it will reveal
future exploration technologies. For an in-orbit demonstration using DESTINY+, we have
been developing an RTP Engineering Model (EM) with a mass of about 1.2 kg and a heat
radiation capability of more than 100 W. This paper reports on the design, fabrication, and
testing of an RTP-EM.

Nomenclature
RTP
EM
BBM

Reversible Thermal Panel
Engineering Model
Bread Board Model
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Proto Flight Model
Single Crystal Shape Memory Alloy
SCSMA temperature
Radiator temperature
Deploy/Stow temperature hysteresis
Quality factor
Margin of Safety
Infrared emissivity
Solar absorptance

I. Introduction

I

N this study, we built a framework for highly frequent solar system exploration using small rockets. This project
will also systematically demonstrate Japan's unique technologies and instrumentation. We hope to explore beyond
the snow line of a planet using a small spacecraft to reveal the origin of life. The development of thermal control
technology is essential to realize this small spacecraft. In particular, a solar-powered spacecraft must have a system
that can operate on the low amount of energy generated by an exoplanet. It is essential to reduce the power
consumption of all heaters, which consume a large proportion of the energy in a spacecraft system. We are developing
a technology to reduce the heater power, which we call a Reversible Thermal Panel (RTP). This flexible radiator can
be reversibly deployed and stowed. When a heat source becomes hot, heat radiation can be accelerated by deploying
a heat radiation panel. Conversely, heat radiation can be suppressed when the heat source becomes cold by stowing
the panel. An RTP will be installed as a demonstration device on the DESTINY +, a small deep space exploration
technology demonstrator being developed by Japan (Figure 1). RTP was proposed by H. Nagano et al. in 2002 1 and
developed using Bread Board Model (BBM) until 2020 2-5. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the RTP operation. The
RTP features a shape memory alloy (SMA) actuator, enabling the heat radiation to be adjusted without electricity.
Using graphite sheets with high thermal conductivity on the heat radiation panel achieves high thermal dissipation.
An Engineering Model (EM) is currently under development based on the results of the BBM development. Figure 3
is an external view of the fabricated BBM. Figure 4 shows typical test results of BBM's deploy/stow angle at varying
overall temperatures under atmospheric pressure. The BBM was almost stowed down to 5° at -20°C and deployed
down to 150° at 50°C, achieving a temperature hysteresis of approximately 60 °C. When considering that the RTP
controls the temperature within the allowable temperature range of a typical onboard device (e.g., -15°C to 55°C), the
temperature variation range of the RTP deploy/stow must be small. EM has worked to improve both the deploy/stow
characteristics and ensure environmental resistance. This paper describes the development status of RTP-EM.

Figure 1. CG image of DESTINY+ with RTP deployed
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Figure 2. Schematic view of RTP operation 4

(a) Stowed state (without MLI)
(b) Deployed state
Figure 3. External view of RTP-BBM 4

Figure 4. Relationship between SCSMA temperature and deploy/stow angle of BBM 4
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II. RTP-EM specifications
The RTP-EM configuration is shown in Figure 5, and its specifications are provided in Table 1. The heat radiation
panel is based on 12 layers of Kaneka graphite sheets with each layer a thickness of 40 μm and with high thermal
conductivity. The physical flexibility of the sheet allows the panel to be bent, enabling the panel’s reversible
deployment while maintaining a high heat diffusion capacity (fin efficiency). The BBM was coated with silverdeposited Teflon, but this has been changed to white paint for better radiation resistance. Painting on flexible panels
is made possible by applying APTEK2719, an organic material. The heat radiation panel is reinforced with a CFRP
frame to add vibration resistance at launch. This panel is deployed and stowed by an actuator composed of a singlecrystal shape memory alloy (SCSMA, Cu-Al-Ni) with a bias spring made of stainless steel. The actuator is connected
to two link mechanisms located on the deployment axis of the panel, enabling the entire heat radiation panel to be
deployed and stowed, swinging from 0° to 180° and back. This deploy/stow mechanism has been significantly changed
from the BBM. In the BBM, the spring balanced with the actuator directly rotates the radiator. To improve this
efficiency, the EM converts the forward motion of the actuator into rotational motion via a link mechanism to deploy
and stow the radiator. The deploy/stow angle is measured using an attached potentiometer.
Table 1. RTP specification.
Mass
1.238 kg (Max.)
Heat radiation capacity
100 W > TSCSMA = 45 °C
Stowed: 0.24 m × 0.6 m
Size
Deployed: 0.48 m × 0.6 m
Stowed angle
0° (tolerance + 10°)
Deployed angle
180° (tolerance - 5°)
Deploy/Stow hysteresis
30 °C (Stowed: 0 °C, Deployed: 30 °C)

(b) Stowed state (with/without MLI)
(b) Deployed state
Figure 5. Schematic view of RTP-EM.

Figure 6. Schematic of SMA actuator operation.
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Figure 6 shows the RTP with the actuator parts in place. The driving direction changes according to the force
relationship between the two SCSMAs and the bias spring, and this difference in driving direction determines the
deploy/stow state. When the actuator becomes cold, the force generated by the bias spring exceeds the force generated
by the two SCSMAs, causing the actuator to be driven in the stow direction. Figure 7 shows the forces generated by
the bias spring and two SCSMAs. Control of the actuator output direction by temperature change is achieved by setting
the bias spring within the range of the force generated by the SMA at the deploy/stow temperature. The performance
of the RTP is such that the actuator completes stowing at 0 °C and completes deployment at 30 °C. The RTP is
designed to be fully stowed at 0 °C and fully deployed at 30 °C. These temperatures are set according to the
temperature drop of the mounting surface and temperature margin relative to the allowable temperature range of the
onboard equipment that is considered the system’s target. The maximum mass is 1.238 kg, including the support plate
in the demonstration model. Since this mass is about 450 g, the actual weight is about 800 g. The maximum heat
radiation capacity is at least 100 W when the actuator temperature is 45°C. Table 2 shows the performance comparison
results of the thermal control devices. In actual use, the RTP has a heat radiation capacity of more than 100 W/kg,
which is a higher performance than variable heat radiation devices using thermal louvers or loop heat pipes. Figure 8
is an external view of the fabricated EM.
Table 2. Thermal control device performance comparison results.
Deploy/Stow Weight/area
Radiation capacity, Trad=45 °C
Thys
Devices
/
direction
[kg/m2]
[W/kg]
[°C]
Thermal louver6
Two-way
8.1
14
0.16/0.74
53.0
Loop heat pipe radiator7
One-way
30.2
0.16/0.74
14.2
RTP-EM
Two-way
4.3
30
0.27/0.88
118.7

Figure 7. Bias spring and SCSMA generated force for actuator stroke change.

(a) Stowed state
(b) Deployed state
Figure 8. External view of RTP-EM.
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III. RTP performance
This section provides the results of thermal analysis, structural analysis, and a deploy/stow test in a constant
thermal bath. The thermal analysis shows the results of heat radiation in the deployed and stowed states. The structural
analysis shows the static analysis results for the mechanical environment conditions of DESTINY +, on which an RTP
is to be installed for demonstration. Since similar environmental conditions are expected in actual missions, we think
that this analysis is sufficient to confirm the system’s operation under such conditions. In addition, the results of the
deploy/stow angle when the temperature of the constant thermal bath is varied from 0 °C to 30 °C are also shown.
A. Thermal analysis result
Figure 9 shows a thermal mathematical model of RTP-EM and typical thermo-optical properties. Thermal analysis
was performed using Thermal Desktop/SINDA/FLUINT. Figure 10 shows heat radiation relative to actuator
temperature in the deployed and stowed states. This analysis is based on the results of applying heat load to the bottom
of the RTP base plate in a deep space environment without sunlight in both the deployed and stowed states. The heat
radiation capability of the RTP repeatedly transitions between the deployed and stowed states from 0 °C to 30 °C.
When TSCSMA = 45 °C in the assumed deployed state, the heat radiation capacity is 133 W (Case A in Figure 10). When
TSCSMA = -25 °C, the heat radiation capacity is 9.3 W (Case B in Figure 10). Figure 11 shows the temperature
distribution in the RTP-EM for each case. The temperature distribution in the deployed state is greatly affected by the
position of the heater. It is expected that additional items such as panels with built-in heat pipes and doublers in actual
use will be installed. Although the final FTP design will depend on the size and location of the heat source, it is
expected to be smaller than the temperature distribution shown here. The accuracy of the thermal mathematical model
will be verified using the results of thermal vacuum tests to be conducted in the future.

Figure 9. Thermal mathematical model of RTP-EM and thermo-optical property settings.

Figure 10. Heat radiation relative to actuator temperature in deployed/stowed state.
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(a) Case A deployed state (Hot, TSCSMA = 45 °C)
(b) Case B stowed state (Cold, TSCSMA = -25 °C)
Figure 11. Temperature distribution based on thermal analysis in deployed/stowed state.

B. Structural analysis result
Figure 12 shows the results of static analysis under sinusoidal vibration conducted to verify the mechanical
resistance of RTP-EM to the environment. An RTP is analyzed in the state of being stowed and held by the holdrelease mechanism. As shown below, the analysis was performed with a Q=5 due to the low natural frequency. The
highest stress is generated when the load is applied in the Z-axis direction, and the CFRP ribs and graphite sheets
generate high stress, but the M.S. values are positive at all locations.
- DESTINY+ sinusoidal vibration condition: X= 20 G, Y=10 G, Z=10 G
- Sinusoidal vibration condition for RTP-EM: X= 100 G, Y=50 G, Z=50 G
(Q factor =5 *because the natural frequency is below 100 Hz)

(a) Structural mathematical model

(b) X=100G (Q=5) result

(c) Y=50G (Q=5) result
(d) Z=50G (Q=5) result
Figure 12. Static analysis results for sinusoidal vibration.
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C. Deploy/stow test result
The RTP-EM deploy and stow angles were tested in a constant thermal bath (PSL-2K/ESPEC) under atmospheric
pressure. This test confirms that the target deploy/stow angle can be obtained depending on the SMA actuator
temperature when the entire RTP is varied at a uniform temperature. Figure 13 shows the experimental setup. The
SCSMA temperature and deployment angle of the RTP-EM are monitored, and a camera is used to capture the
deploy/stow state. Figure 14 shows three images of the deployed and stowed state during the test acquired by the
camera. Figure 15 shows a time-series graph of measured deploy/stow angles as the temperature changes. Figure 16
shows the relationship between SCSMA temperature and the deploy/stow angles. The deployment angles varied from
0° to 180°. The BBM could only be deployed up to 150°, while the EM could be fully deployed and fully stowed. In
contrast to the gradual change in temperature, the deploy/stow angles show different trends in the deploy and stow
directions, respectively. The angle changes step by step during deploy, while it changes abruptly during stow. This
depends on the applied load on the operation. Figure 17 shows the relationship between the deploy/stow angle and the
load during operation. This load is the result of analyzing the load generated in the rotating part that supports the
radiator, which is caused by gravity in the ground test. The load is the sum of the friction in deploy/stow, the resistance
of the angle sensor, and the deployment stiffness of the graphite sheet. The relationship between this load and the load
generated by the actuator determines the behavior of the angle change. In the deployment direction, the load gradually
increases, and the angle is considered to change in steps as it repeatedly changes from a static friction state to a
dynamic friction state. On the other hand, in the stowed direction, the load gradually decreases, and the angle changes
abruptly after a certain point. These are gravity-induced behaviors, and we assume that the mechanism is driven more
smoothly in orbit.

Figure 13. Experimental setup for deploy/stow test in a constant thermal bath.

(a) 0° (Stowed state)
(b) 90°
(c) 180° (Deployed state)
Figure 14. External view of deploy/stow test in a constant thermal bath.
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Figure 15. Time-series variation of deploy/stow angle in response to changes in SCSMA temperature.

Figure 16. Relationship between SCSMA temperature and deploy/stow angle.
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Figure 17. Relationship between the deploy/stow angle and the applied load during operation.
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D. Summary of evaluation
Table 3 shows the development results for the specifications. We confirmed that the EM satisfied the specifications
through thermal analysis, structural analysis, and deploy/stow test results.

Mass
Heat radiation capacity
Size
Stowed angle
Deployed angle
Deploy/Stow hysteresis

Table 3. RTP development results.
Development results (Analysis/Test)
EM specification
EM
BBM
1.238 kg (Max.)
1.125kg
133W, TSCSMA = 45 °C
100W, TSCSMA = 45 °C
100 W > TSCSMA = 45 °C
(Thermal analysis)
(Thermal analysis/test)
Stowed: 0.24 m × 0.6 m
Stowed: 0.24 m × 0.6 m
Stowed: 0.24 m × 0.6 m
Deployed: 0.48 m × 0.6 m
Deployed: 0.48 m × 0.6 m
Deployed: 0.48 m × 0.6 m
0° (tolerance + 10°)
0°
5°
180° (tolerance - 5°)
180°
150°
30 °C
30 °C
60 °C

IV. Conclusion
In this study, we developed a model with improved deploy/stow performance based on the results of the RTPBBM development and designed it to be environmentally resistant.
- Realize a device that can autonomously control the amount of heat radiation, with a mass of approximately
1.125 kg and a heat radiation capacity of 100 W or more.
- The temperature hysteresis was confirmed by thermal testing to be less than the target of 30 ℃
- Mechanical environment resistance is achieved by incorporating CFRP and other reinforcements.
We plan to proceed with environmental resistance test evaluations and develop a PFM model for installation on
DESTINY+. Mechanical environment tests and thermal vacuum tests are conducted to evaluate environmental
resistance. The thermal vacuum test confirms heat radiation of 100 W or more, and then the test results are used to
improve the accuracy of the thermal mathematical model. After these tests, EM conducts durability tests in parallel
with PFM development. Two hundred shade cycles are expected for DESTINY+, and then durability evaluation will
be conducted for four hundred cycles, twice this shade cycles.
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